Genome-wide signatures of complex introgression and adaptive evolution in the big cats
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The great cats of the genus Panthera comprise a recent radiation whose evolutionary history is poorly understood. Their rapid diversification poses challenges to resolving their phylogeny while offering opportunities to investigate the historical dynamics of adaptive divergence. We report the sequence, de novo assembly, and annotation of the jaguar (Panthera onca) genome, a novel genome sequence for the leopard (Panthera pardus), and comparative analyses encompassing all living Panthera species. Demographic reconstructions indicated that all of these species have experienced variable episodes of population decline during the Pleistocene, ultimately leading to small effective sizes in present-day genomes. We observed pervasive genealogical discordance across Panthera genomes, caused by both incomplete lineage sorting and complex patterns of historical interspecific hybridization. We identified multiple signatures of species-specific positive selection, affecting genes involved in craniofacial and limb development, protein metabolism, hypoxia, reproduction, pigmentation, and sensory perception. There was remarkable concordance in pathways enriched in genomic segments implicated in interspecies introgression and in positive selection, suggesting that these processes were connected. We tested this hypothesis by developing exome capture probes targeting ~19,000 Panthera genes and applying them to 30 wild-caught jaguars. We found at least two genes (DOCK3 and COL4A5, both related to optic nerve development) bearing significant signatures of interspecies introgression and within-species positive selection. These findings indicate that post-speciation admixture has contributed genetic material that facilitated the adaptive evolution of big cat lineages.

INTRODUCTION

Recent evolutionary radiations are powerful systems to investigate the interplay of complex processes, such as the origin of ecological divergence and the effects of secondary admixture (1). Genome-wide analyses provide novel opportunities to address these issues, enabling an in-depth assessment of the selective and demographic forces that have shaped present-day species (2, 3). The genus Panthera is a remarkable group to investigate these issues because it comprises five big cat species (Fig. 1A) that arose from a recent and rapid diversification process (4, 5). Understanding the history of their unique features [for example, the tiger’s stripes, the lion’s mane, and the jaguar’s stocky build, with a massive head and stout forelimbs (6, 7)] depends on resolving the underlying phylogeny of the Panthera clade, a task that has been notoriously difficult to accomplish (4, 5, 8). Recent analyses have indicated that genealogical discordance caused by both incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) and post-speciation admixture has contributed to produce such a complex system (5). Genome-wide comparisons of the five extant species should help illuminate this issue and allow for in-depth investigations of their adaptive divergence.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To enable genomic comparisons across the Panthera, we sequenced the genome of a male jaguar from the Brazilian Pantanal to ~94x coverage, using three different libraries [180 base pairs (bp) paired-end, 3-kb mate pair, and 8-kb mate pair]. We assembled this genome de novo using the ALLPATHS-LG approach (see Materials and Methods), achieving N50 contig and scaffold lengths of 28.6 kb and 1.52 Mb (tables S1 and S2). We annotated the genome with ab initio gene prediction and validated protein-coding genes with transcriptome data from six different tissues. These approaches predicted 25,451 protein-coding genes, of which
Fig. 1. Evolutionary history of the great cats. (A) Species tree of the genus Panthera estimated from genome-wide data. All five extant species are represented as follows: lion (Panthera leo), leopard (P. pardus), jaguar (Panthera onca), snow leopard (Panthera uncia), and tiger (Panthera tigris). Numbers above branches indicate the estimated age [in million years ago (Ma)] of the adjacent node, averaged across all genomic windows (100-kb window size, 100-kb steps) that conform to the species tree (95% highest posterior density interval below the respective branch). Colored rectangles on terminal branches indicate phenotypic categories (defined below the tree; see Fig. 3B for more details) affected by species-specific episodes of positive selection. (B) PSMC plot depicting the demographic history of the five Panthera species inferred from genomic data. (C) Genealogical discordance across the genome of Panthera cats, demonstrated by a sliding window analysis (500-kb window size, 100-kb steps) of a full-genome alignment mapped to domestic cat chromosomes (gray lines at the bottom). The y axis indicates the percentage of overlapping windows within a given interval that conform to (blue) or reject (red) the species tree. Photo credits: D. Kantek (jaguar); C. Sperka (others).
24,411 (96%) were supported by our RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data or other empirical evidence (tables S3 and S4). We also sequenced the genome of a leopard (Panthera pardus) to ~25x coverage, thus obtaining a comparative data set comprising all Panthera species, including previously published tiger, lion, and snow leopard whole-genome sequence (wgs) data (table S5) (9).

We used these data to investigate the historical demography of each species with the pairwise sequentially Markovian coalescent (PSMC) approach. PSMC results (Fig. 1B) revealed population reductions in all five species ca. 100,000 to 300,000 years ago, and a second round of decline (most notably for the lion and leopard) between 10,000 and 20,000 years ago, following the last glacial maximum. In the period between these two rounds of decline, the inferred patterns differ among species, with the leopard showing a rebound ca. 100,000 years ago, whereas the lion and snow leopard remained mostly stable (although at very different effective sizes). The jaguar was the most negatively influenced by the initial decline, stabilizing ca. 30,000 years ago at the lowest effective population size among the extant big cats. Overall, these findings strongly indicate that the population sizes of all Panthera species varied considerably during the Pleistocene, with successive fluctuations likely resulting in cumulative loss of genetic diversity in each of these lineages.

To conclusively resolve the Panthera phylogeny and investigate patterns of genealogical discordance, we aligned the five genomes and those of the domestic cat (as an outgroup). We performed maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic analyses using a genomic sliding window approach (with 100- or 500-kb windows) and also extracted all shared protein-coding genes (13,183 loci) to reconstruct individual-gene ML phylogenies. With both window- and gene-based analyses, the same topology (Fig. 1A) was retrieved as the most frequent reconstruction (64% of windows and 23% of genes; see tables S6 and S7). On the basis of estimates of divergence time (see below) and concordance with a Y chromosome–derived phylogeny (8), we conclude that it most likely represents the species tree (a hypothesis that can be further probed with genome-wide analyses of multiple individuals per species). We observed extensive genealogical discordance distributed across all chromosomes and notably prevalent in pericentromeric regions (Figs. 1C and 2). The second and third most frequent topologies varied only in the position of the jaguar with respect to the lion and leopard, with much greater support for lion + jaguar than leopard + jaguar (Fig. 2, A and B). The frequency of these two alternate trees was considerably higher for the X chromosome than for autosomes. The X chromosome was also distinct due to the high frequency of two topologies (12 and 23) in which the inferred patterns differ among species, with the leopard showing a rebound ca. 100,000 years ago, whereas the lion and snow leopard remained mostly stable (although at very different effective sizes). The jaguar was the most negatively influenced by the initial decline, stabilizing ca. 30,000 years ago at the lowest effective population size among the extant big cats. Overall, these findings strongly indicate that the population sizes of all Panthera species varied considerably during the Pleistocene, with successive fluctuations likely resulting in cumulative loss of genetic diversity in each of these lineages.

Mean divergence times were remarkably concordant among autosomes when assessing windows that conformed to the species tree, whereas windows supporting topologies 2 and 3 showed much greater variation (Fig. 2B). Under a scenario of ILS, theory predicts that the average lion + jaguar and leopard + jaguar divergence times should predate species tree (lion + leopard) divergence times (11). Although this prediction was mostly compatible with the autosomal averages, divergence estimates for the X chromosome were significantly younger for topology 2 (less so for topology 3) than for the species tree, indicating that this pattern cannot be explained by ILS alone, and supporting post-speciation admixture as the most likely cause. Using the same rationale, a recent study has reported the opposite pattern for Anopheles mosquitoes, with the X chromosome recording the species tree much more often than the autosomes (2).

To further investigate admixture patterns, we estimated $D$ statistics (also called ABB/AABA tests), which revealed a complex network of ancestral hybridization among several Panthera lineages (Fig. 2C and table S8). The lion lineage exhibited the most widespread signatures of ancient admixture, likely due to its broad historical range throughout much of the Holarctic region, overlapping with several congeneric species. These results considerably expand the recent evidence for hybridization between the snow leopard and the lion + leopard ancestor [leading to mitonuclear discordance (5)] and reveal a much more complex history of post-speciation admixture in this group than was previously appreciated.

We then examined divergence time outliers (12) using the genome-wide set of 100-kb windows (henceforth referred to as “outlier window test”). We focused specifically on the relationships within the lion-leopard-jaguar clade because these comprised most of the discordant gene trees (Fig. 2A). Following $Z$ transformation of divergence times at each node, we identified 242 windows (0.85% of the total) with dates younger than 2 SDs from the mean (sdm) for both terminal and basal nodes for this trio (that is, a compressed tree). These outliers are most likely caused by post-speciation admixture, leading to a significantly younger age for these particular segments. These windows contained 161 genes (Fig. 3A), which are involved in a variety of cellular processes. When we restricted our analysis to 74 windows with the most extremely reduced basal nodal ages (>3 sdm), we observed that many of them were clustered and showed a precipitous drop in divergence time relative to flanking windows (Fig. 4). Furthermore, 61 (82%) of these windows supported non–species tree relationships. This combined pattern strongly indicates post-speciation admixture, likely followed by selective sweeps that perpetuated the introgressed segments in the recipient species. These “extreme outlier windows” contained 43 genes, including several loci previously implicated in morphology, stature, brain function, and development (DOCK3, BMP4, SHROOM4, PJA1, PPFA2, and UBE3A), pigmentation (EXOC2), and sensory perception (POU3F4 and COL4A5/6). These results suggested that these phenotypes have undergone adaptive evolution in this group following episodes of inter-species introgression.

As an independent assessment of adaptive evolution in the Panthera, we surveyed the presence of selection signatures in the 13,183 shared coding genes using site models and branch-site models (both based on dN/dS ratios; see Materials and Methods), applying a novel approach that considers both the species tree and the locus-specific gene tree to account for genealogical discordance (fig. S1). Using a conservative criterion (that is, only keeping genes with significant results for both the species and gene tree analyses), we identified 491 loci with signatures of positive selection (Fig. 3A and tables S9 to S13). Of these, 157 loci exhibited species-specific signatures of selection based on branch-site tests, including genes involved in craniofacial and limb development in the jaguar, hypoxia in the snow leopard, and reproduction and melanogenesis in the tiger, as well as sensory perception (vision and olfaction) and protein metabolism in more than one species (Fig. 3B).

We then inspected the genes bearing species-specific signatures of selection, and for several of them, we observed evidence of relevant functional impact. For example, the jaguar is distinguished among the living Panthera (and the inferred ancestral phenotype) by its distinctively massive head and powerful bite (13) (Fig. 3C). These unique
features have been hypothesized to represent jaguar adaptations to a diet largely concentrated on heavily armored reptiles (caiman and freshwater turtles), which may have evolved as a response to the extinction of large mammalian prey at the end of the Pleistocene (14). We identified two genes (ESRP1 and SSTR4) possibly associated with these unique traits because they exhibit jaguar-specific signatures of positive selection and are known to affect craniofacial development (15–17). For both ESRP1 and SSTR4, the particular residues bearing signatures of positive selection in the jaguar [based on the Bayes empirical Bayes (BEB) estimate obtained with the CODEML software; see Materials and Methods] are likely to have important functional roles (see Fig. 3C), laying out a clear hypothesis that can be tested experimentally in model systems.

To test whether signatures of interspecies adaptive divergence (detected by the site and branch-site models) and introgression (detected by the outlier window test) in the Panthera implicate a similar set of phenotypes, we performed functional enrichment analyses of the gene sets

---

**Fig. 2.** In-depth characterization of phylogenetic discordance in the Panthera. (A) Frequencies of the species tree (Tree 1) and alternative topologies on pooled autosomes (blue) and the X chromosome (red). Trees 12 and 23 show the leopard in a basal position relative to the other species (tables S6 and S7). (B) Chromosome-wide mean divergence times (in Ma), calculated from 100-kb windows that yielded the three most frequent topologies (shown below the graphs; nodes are color-coded). Note the marked drop in divergence time on the X chromosome for non–species tree topologies. (C) Complex patterns of historical admixture among Panthera lineages, inferred from ABBA/BABA tests. Colored arrows indicate the phylogenetic position of significant D statistics (shown in the table) for different species trios, using the domestic cat as the outgroup. Species codes in bold indicate pairs for which significant evidence of admixture was detected. (D) Patterns of phylogenetic discordance along the X chromosome (estimated in 100-kb windows) correlate with the recombination landscape (10). Regions depicting species tree relationships (Tree 1), shown in white, correspond to higher recombination rates, whereas recombination deserts are enriched for alternative topologies with reduced divergence times (a signature of introgression). Two terminal, lower-recombination regions are enriched for topologies 12 and 23, depicting a basal position for leopard. These regions also harbor tracts of windows with old divergence times between the leopard and the other Panthera.
To investigate whether genes involved in interspecies adaptation and introgression also exhibited intraspecific signatures of positive selection, we designed a custom set of exome capture probes for Panthera, targeting ~19,000 protein-coding genes (~36 Mb), and used it to survey 30 wild-caught jaguars sampled in the Amazon, Pantanal, and Cerrado biomes of South America. We observed extensive variation in nucleotide diversity among genes, with ~10% of the loci (including 12 genes with surveyed coding segments >5 kb) showing zero variation in this set of individuals. We then focused on genes located in extreme outlier windows, that is, with highly significant signatures of interspecies introgression. For each of the 25 captured genes present in these windows, we performed coalescent simulations under the demographic scenarios of stable population size and historical decline based on the PSMC result. To control for a potential effect of the assumed recombination rate, we tested both domestic cat chromosome-specific rates (\(10^{-8}\)) and a conservative scenario with zero recombination. Three genes (DOCK3, COL4A5, and PPFIA2) consistently exhibited the strongest signals of positive selection (\(P < 0.004\)) across all four demography/recombination rate scenarios (Fig. 4 and table S14). Two of them (DOCK3 and COL4A5) remained significant (\(P < 0.05\)) after a Bonferroni correction, whereas the third was marginally nonsignificant (\(P = 0.06\) to 0.08). To verify whether there was any anomaly (for example, effects of atypical mutation rates and/or background selection) in the genomic regions containing these three genes, we assessed their patterns of genetic divergence in comparisons between each Panthera species and the domestic cat. No anomaly was observed (fig. S2), supporting the interpretation that our results are caused by a combination of interspecies introgression and subsequent positive selection in the jaguar.

All three of these genes are involved in brain development and function. PPFIA2 (also known as Liprin-alpha-2) is a synaptic scaffold...
protein that plays an important role in synaptic plasticity (21) and has also been recently identified as a strong candidate gene for human high-grade myopia (22). Its signal of interspecies introgression is particularly strong because it includes three extreme outlier windows and six additional outlier windows (Fig. 4), and for all nine 100-kb segments, the species tree is significantly rejected. It is thus a promising candidate gene for analyses of adaptive introgression affecting brain function and visual perception in this group.

An even stronger case for post-introgression adaptation emerges for the two genes bearing significant post-correction signatures of intraspecific positive selection (Fig. 4). Remarkably, both Dock3 and Col4a5 are involved in axon growth and guidance affecting the optic nerve. Dock3 is specifically expressed in neurons and has been shown to act directly on axonal outgrowth and optic nerve regeneration (23–25). Col4a5 is implicated in ~85% of cases of Alport syndrome, which affects kidneys, ears, and eyes through defects in the basement membranes of these organs (26, 27). Its effects on ocular function include a critical role in guiding retinal ganglion axons (which form the optic nerve) into the midbrain optic tectum (28, 29). The observation that both genes with significant evidence of adaptive introgression in jaguars affect axon development in the optic nerve is striking and suggests that selection has acted on a vision-related phenotype in this species, taking advantage of previously introgressed genomic segments.

Together, these results illustrate the complex interplay among rapid divergence, post-speciation admixture, and natural selection in the context of a highly successful adaptive radiation. The extent of genome-wide genealogical discordance observed within the Panthera radiation demonstrates that fully resolving such phylogenies is more complex than usually assumed and that post-speciation admixture is a widespread phenomenon that must be accounted for. Finally, the coincidence of low effective population sizes and positive selection following post-speciation admixture suggests that interspecies hybridization may be a recurrent route of evolutionary rescue in this remarkable lineage.
MATeRIALS AND Methods

Jaguar genome sequencing and assembly

The target individual (“Vagalume”) was a healthy, wild-caught male born in the southern Brazilian Pantanal region and currently housed at the Sorocaba Municipal Zoo, Brazil. Certified veterinarians performed all anesthesia and sampling procedures during routine health checkups performed by the zoo staff following Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines. We collected ca. 100 ml of whole blood in multiple Vacutainer tubes with K2EDTA, stored them at 4°C for less than 48 hours, and performed DNA extraction with the Qiagen Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen). Vagalume’s genome was sequenced at ~94x coverage using three libraries and five Illumina HiSeq 2500 lanes [one 180-bp insert paired-end library, sequenced in three lanes, and two mate pair libraries (3- and 8-kb insert size) sequenced in one lane each] (table S1). We applied the standard ALLPATHS-LG (30) de novo assembly pipeline to generate a jaguar whole-genome assembly, with genome size of 2.4 Gb (contig N50 length of 28.6 kb and scaffold N50 length of 1.5 Mb; see table S2).

Jaguar RNA-seq data

To aid in genome annotation, we collected additional blood samples and small biopsies of muscle, testicle, gum, and skin from Vagalume during routine veterinarian procedures conducted at the zoo. These samples were immediately stabilized with RNAAlater (Invitrogen) at a 10:1 proportion relative to the sample. Total RNA was extracted with a standard Trizol RNA extraction protocol (31). We performed RNA quantification and quality assessment using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Agilent Bioanalyzer. RNA samples with RNA Integrity Number equal or above 8 were used. We constructed a cDNA (complementary DNA) library for each sample using the TrueSeq RNA Sample Prep Kit v2 (Illumina) and used it to perform multiplexed/bar-coded RNA-seq with an Illumina HiScan sequencer (table S4).

Leopard genome sequencing

To allow comparisons across all extant Panthera species, we generated wgs data from a male leopard (P. pardus). DNA was extracted from a fibroblast cell line and used to generate a standard 250-bp insert Illumina library, which was sequenced to ~23x coverage using paired-end 125-bp reads using the Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform (table S5).

Annotation of the jaguar genome

The jaguar genome assembly was annotated de novo using a variety of approaches that targeted protein-coding genes, repeats, noncoding RNAs, and nuclear insertions of mitochondrial DNA.

De novo prediction of coding genes

We used MAKER2 (32), a genome annotation and data management tool designed for second-generation genome projects. Ab initio gene predictions were produced by the SNAP (Scalable Nucleotide Alignment Program) version 2013-02-16 (33). To improve annotation quality, we used three different strategies to evaluate gene models in the MAKER2 pipeline. For the first step, we used tiger proteins and RefSeq protein evidence. In the second step, we built the SNAP model (Jaguar.hmm) and used jaguar RNA-seq generated in this study. In the last step, we used Jaguar.hmm to finish the annotation of genes. All predictions were produced in standard GFF3 format. Evidence-based gene annotations in MAKER2 were produced using default settings. Finally, we aligned the predictions to a TE protein database using BlastP with the E value set to 1 x 10^-10. In total, we identified 25,451 genes, whose features are described in table S3.

Functional annotation of coding genes

We used InterProScan5, a tool that combines different protein signature recognition methods into a single resource. This provides an overview of the families that a protein belongs to and the domains and sites it contains, identifying the presence and organization of protein sequence domains as well as critical residues. The genome sequence was submitted in FASTA format. Matches were then calculated against all of the required member database signatures (BlastProDom, PFamScan, HMMPR, HMMPam, HMMSmart, HMMTigr, ProfileScan, HAMAP, PatternScan, SuperFamily, SignalPHMM, TMHMM, HMMPanther, Gene3D, Phobius, and Coils), and the results were output in TSV (a simple tab-delimited file) format. The InterProScan5 approach was able to annotate 22,191 jaguar genes, with only 3260 predicted genes not showing matches with InterPro’s signatures. For the 3260 genes that did not show an InterPro signature, we chose CDD [conserved domain database of the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)], which provides an online tool to annotate protein domains. In total, protein domains were found in 197 of these jaguar genes.

The predicted genes were characterized through a BLAST search against the UniProt Knowledge Base (E = 1 x 10^-10). Genes were assigned to Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) Orthology groups using a UniRef Enriched database (UEKO). In total, 21,279 Jaguar genes (83.6%) showed hits to UniProt, and 4020 genes showed matches with KO.

The RNA-seq data set generated in this study from the same jaguar individual whose genome was sequenced was used to validate the annotated coding genes. To do so, the sequence of each gene was treated as a reference and the RNA-seq reads were mapped against them. In total, 16,586 genes (65%) had an RNA-seq coverage of ≥75% of their predicted sequence.

We used OrthoMCL, a tool that provides a scalable method for constructing orthologous groups across multiple eukaryotic taxa, to search for orthologs between the jaguar and tiger genomes. This method uses a Markov Cluster algorithm to group putative orthologs and paralogs. In total, 16,680 genes were clustered using this approach.

To manage and analyze the multiple types of information and integrate all the annotation data, we built a database named Jaguar_SQL, a Structured Query Language (SQL) relational database using MySQL as a database management system. To recover potential genes in this database, the ID of these genes was used in SQL search, and the Final Table was built. For validation of genes, the following criteria were used: (i) genes with sum greater than 1 were considered to have some evidence, and (ii) the gene’s RNA-seq coverage was required to be above 75%.

Annotation of repetitive regions in the jaguar genome

To estimate the overall repeat content of the genome, we used WindowMasker (34). This masked 29.66% of the genome according to the presence of repeated fragments with exact sequences. For the annotation of known repeats, we used the RepeatMasker software (35) and carnivora-specific library from the Repbase Update library version 20140131 (36). RepeatMasker masked 37.48% of genome including 18.92% of long interspersed nuclear elements, 10.40% of short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs), 5.11% of long terminal repeat elements, and 2.86% of DNA elements (table S15). To mask simple sequence repeats, we used the DUST software (37), and the Jaguar genome contained 11.20%.

To detect tandem repeats, we used the Tandem Repeats Finder (TRF) software version 4.07 (38) with mismatch and maximum period parameter values set to 5 and 2000, respectively; TRF output was processed as published previously (39). We found tandem repeats divided
into the following groups with the Trevis software: microsatellites, perfect microsatellites, complex tandem repeats, and three groups of large tandem repeats according to array length (table S16). In addition, we computed statistics for 40 of the largest families of microsatellites. Of the two largest families formed by (AG)n and (AC)n microsatellites, 68.72% of (AG)n repeats had imperfect arrays, and 62.1% of (AC)n repeats had perfect microsatellite arrays (table S17).

**Annotation of noncoding RNA genes in the jaguar genome**

Noncoding RNA genes were annotated according to the Ensembl recommendations (www.ensembl.org/info/genome/genebuild/ncrna.html). All Rfam sequences were aligned against genomic sequences using BLASTN with $E = 1 \times 10^{-5}$. BLAST hits were clustered and used to seed Infernal searches with the corresponding Rfam covariance models (40). The resulting BLAST hits were used as supporting evidence for noncoding RNA genes confirmed by Infernal (41). The noncoding RNA annotation summary is shown in table S18. For the tRNAs, we excluded tRNA predictions from Rfam results and used the results from tRNAscan-SE with default parameters instead (42). Only predictions with a cove score greater than 20 were considered. tRNAscan predicted 169,838 regions with possible tRNA genes. The largest parts are felid-specific SINEs containing SelCys, Arg, Lys, and Gln tRNA fragments [carnivore-specific SINEs (43, 44)]. After removing fragmented Arg, Lys, and Gln tRNAs with stricter parameters (coverage score greater than 60), only 3299 tRNA genes remained, which approaches the 3039 tRNA genes reported in the domestic cat genome (45).

**Annotation of NUMTs in the jaguar genome**

To annotate nuclear mitochondrial translocations (NUMTs) in the jaguar reference genome, we used a BLAST-based approach. Using the complete jaguar mitochondrial genome (generated in this study) as a query, matches were sought using the following search parameters: (i) a hit with at least 16 bp; (ii) $E$ value threshold of $1 \times 10^{-15}$; (iii) no DUST filter query; (iv) cost of 0 to open a gap and 2 to extend it; (v) $X$ dropoff value of 40, for preliminary gapped extensions; and (vi) reward for a match and penalty for a mismatch of 1. This search led to the identification of 171 fragments bearing similarity to mitochondrial sequences. These were distributed in 128 scaffolds of the assembled jaguar genome and ranged in length between 86 and 7361 bp (table S19).

**In-depth analyses of gene families**

**PhyloMe analysis across the Carnivora**

We reconstructed the full complement of evolutionary histories of jaguar genes (that is, the jaguar phyloMe) based on the de novo annotation reported here and 14 additional mammalian genomes: *P. pardus* (this study), *P. tigris* (NCBI BioProject PRJNA236771), *P. uncia* (SRX273036), *P. leo* (SRX 273034), *F. catus* (PRJNA16726), *L. pardinus* (Lynx genome project), *U. maritimus* (www.gigadb.org), *U. lagopus* melanoleuca (Ensembl), *O. rosmarus* (PRJNA167474), *M. putorius* (Ensembl), *C. familiaris* (Ensembl), *B. taurus* (Ensembl), *M. musculus* (Ensembl), and *H. sapiens* (Ensembl). This is the most complete phylogenomic analysis of felid genes performed thus far. We reconstructed two versions of this phyloMe using the PhylomeDB pipeline (46). The first one was based on protein sequences, including all species, and the second one was based on nucleotide sequences and a codon-based evolutionary model, excluding some of the taxa (see below). In this pipeline, for each gene encoded in *P. onca*, a Smith-Waterman sequence search was performed against the proteomes of the 14 species considered. We used an $E$ value threshold of $1 \times 10^{-5}$ and required a continuous overlap of 50% over the query sequence. Hits were limited to the closest 150 homologs per gene, which were then aligned in the forward and reverse orientations using three different programs [MUSCLE (47), MAFFT (48), and KALIGN (49)]. The six resulting alignments were then combined with M-COFFEE (50) and trimmed with trimAl v1.3 using gap and consistency thresholds of 0.1 and 0.16667, respectively. These alignments were used to build a protein-based phyloMe. We then reconstructed ML trees using PhyML v3.0 and the best-fitting evolutionary model among seven different options (JTT, LG, WAG, Blosum62, MtREV, VT, and Dayhoff). The two best-fitting models were determined on the basis of likelihoods of an initial Neighbor Joining tree and using the Akaike information criterion. In all cases, we used four rate categories, inferred the fraction of invariant positions and rate parameters from the data, and computed branch supports by using an approximate likelihood ratio parametric test based on a $\chi^2$ distribution.

Considering the high levels of similarity across orthologs in the felid species, we decided to back-translate the trimmed protein alignments into their respective codons, using the coding sequences. The low quality of inferred coding DNA sequence (CDS) from the low-coverage genomes (P. *uncia*, P. *leo*, and P. *pardus*) prevented us from using them in the nucleotide-based phyloMe, so these sequences were removed from the alignments using trimAl. Nevertheless, both phylomes were scanned to predict orthology and paralogy relationships (51) and detect duplication events (52), as described below. We used trimAl to back-translate amino acid residues to their corresponding codons. ML trees were reconstructed on the basis of the codon alignments using codonPhyML v1.0 (PMID 23436912), using GY (Goldman and Yang) as the specific substitution model for codon data and F3X4 as the model for defining the codon frequency from the alignment. In this case, we used a discrete gamma distribution with three rate categories, estimating the gamma parameter from the data. Both phylomes can be browsed and downloaded in PhylomeDB (46) with the PhylomeIDs 583 (protein) and 584 (nucleotide).

Orthology and paralogy relationships were inferred on the basis of phylogenetic evidence from the gene trees contained in the phyloMe. For this purpose, we used a species-overlap approach as implemented in ETE v2 (53) and used an overlap score of 0. This approach considers a node as speciation-derived when there are no overlapping species between the clades defined by the two daughter branches and a duplication node if otherwise. Orthologs and paralogs are then inferred according to the original orthology definition, that is, orthologous genes are those whose last common ancestor is represented by a speciation event, whereas paralogous genes are those that diverged at duplication events (51). All orthology and paralogy relationships are available through PhylomeDB (46).

The nucleotide-based phyloMe was analyzed to detect duplication events and establish the lineage in which they occurred. To accomplish this, we used a previously described algorithm (52), as implemented in ETE v2 (79). Using these data, we computed the duplication density (duplications per branch) for all lineages leading to *P. onca*. HMMER v3.1b2 (PMID 21593126) was used to find domains that contained homology with viral and transposable elements (based on Pfam-A.hmm domains collection). Additional filtration was performed on the basis of Gene Ontology functional terms. A total of 124 proteins were predicted to be transposable elements and were not used in subsequent analyses.

Finally, we constructed a nucleotide data set with the 2151 genes that comprised single-copy orthologs in each of the analyzed carnivore species that has an assembled genome (that is, the low-coverage felid species were not included) and cow and human as successive outgroups. Their trimmed alignments (as constructed in the phyloMe) were
concatenated, and the supermatrix was further trimmed to delete all positions with gaps or missing information, resulting in a final data set containing 1,467,838 nucleotides. We used RAxML 8.0 (54) to reconstruct the ML phylogeny of the included species, incorporating a GTR+GAMMA model and applying 1000 bootstrap replicates to verify nodal support.

The agreement between orthology calls between the protein- and nucleotide-based phylogenies (for the species that they have in common) was high, with 87% of overlap among predicted orthology relationships. All trees, alignments, and homology relationships for these phylogenies, which constitute a valuable resource for felid evolutionary studies, can be accessed at www.phylomedb.org (46). The phylogenetic tree reconstructed with the 2151 single-copy orthologous genes (below) was consistent with current knowledge of the relationships among carnivorian lineages (35). We used the reconstructed phylogeny to map the number of duplication episodes (and resulting genes) in the three branches leading to the jaguar (fig. S3). This inventory of duplicated genes provides an interesting resource for in-depth investigations of gene family evolutionary dynamics in the Felidae.

Analysis of olfactory receptor genes in the Panthera

Assembled contigs for each species were mined for putative olfactory receptor (OR) genes using the "ORA" BioPerl package (56, 57). ORA uses profile hidden Markov models designed using a data set of mammalian OR genes to scan a target sequence and identify all possible ORs it contains. Tblastx (58) was also used to locate any ORs that ORA may have failed to locate. Sequences with in-frame stop codons or with length less than 650 bp (56) were considered pseudogenes, whereas short OR fragments with an $E < 1 \times 10^{-5}$ were considered "truncated" nonfunctional OR genes. ORs that contained unresolved regions designated by one or more "N" positions were classified as "unknown," because their functionality, or lack thereof, could not be determined. Leading or tailing runs of N nucleotides were trimmed while retaining the correct reading frame.

Using BLASTN (58), the OR repertoire from each individual species was compared against the other four. This was performed to count the number of orthologous OR genes showing a conserved functionality or loss of function. BLASTN was also used to identify species-specific gene loss events.

To identify species-specific gene duplications and the subsequent fate of post-duplication ORs, we generated phylogenetic trees for each OR subfamily (13 trees; OR1/3/7, OR2/13, OR4, OR5/8/9, OR6, OR10, OR11, OR12, OR14, OR51, OR52, OR55, and OR5631) using amino acid alignments generated by ClustalO (59) and RAxML (54). The model of protein sequence evolution that best fitted the data was determined using ProtTest (60). Each tree was split into all of its possible subtrees. Subtrees consisting entirely of OR genes from one species were considered to represent gene duplication events.

A total of 5115 putative OR sequences were found across all five species ($P. \text{tigris}$, 1053 ORs; $P. \text{leo}$, 1018 ORs; $P. \text{onca}$, 994 ORs; $P. \text{uncia}$, 1023 ORs; and $P. \text{pardus}$, 1027 ORs). Because of the presence of OR genes with unknown bases in our data set, the total number of functional and nonfunctional could not be fully determined. It is noteworthy that all of the OR gene sequences annotated for $P. \text{tigris}$ on GenBank were present in the mined OR data set.

An average of 95 ORs were nonfunctional in each species, with an average of 77 showing conserved stop codons, which indicate loss of function in the most recent common ancestor of Panthera. There were 460 ORs that were functional in all species. Because the loss of function in certain ORs could not be determined, the number of ORs with conserved functionality or loss of function remains conservative.

The total numbers of species-specific loss of function events were as follows: $P. \text{tigris}$, 13 ORs; $P. \text{leo}$, 4 ORs; $P. \text{onca}$, 33 ORs; $P. \text{uncia}$, 18 ORs; and $P. \text{pardus}$, 12 ORs. For OR families 4 and 6, the best model of sequence evolution was determined as JTT + I + G + F; for the remaining families, it was JTT + G + F. Gene trees for each OR family were generated using RAxML, and it was determined that there were three instances of species-specific duplication in $P. \text{tigris}$, three in $P. \text{onca}$, two in $P. \text{uncia}$, and one in $P. \text{pardus}$, with no species-specific duplications observed in $P. \text{leo}$. This yielded a total of nine duplications, giving rise to 18 OR genes, 10 of which have subsequently lost their function. These results lay the basis for in-depth analyses of the functional evolution of ORs in the Panthera.

Analysis of demographic history using genome-wide data

We applied the PMSMC analysis (61) to estimate the demographic history of each Panthera species. To call diploid sequences, we generated de novo assemblies for the lion, leopard, and snow leopard using SOAPdenovo2 (62) with k-mer set to 31. All quality-trimmed Illumina sequences of each Panthera species were mapped to their own de novo genome assembly using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) (63) with default parameter settings. SAMTools (64) was used to estimate average mapping coverage and to call and filter nucleotide variants. Genome regions with less than half or more than twice the average whole-genome mapping depth were excluded from the final diploid sequences. We applied a mutation rate of $1 \times 10^{-8}$ and a generation time of 5 years for all five Panthera species. We evaluated the consistency of the PSMC tests by performing 100 bootstrap replicates.

Phylogenomics using the window-based data set

We used TrimGalore (www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/trim_galore/) to trim the raw Illumina reads and screen for potential adapter sequences in data from all five Panthera species. Filtered reads were mapped to the whole-genome assembly reference of the tiger V1.0 with BWA. We reordered all tiger assembly scaffolds relative to the domestic cat genome assembly (version fedCat5) using LAST (65) with default parameter settings. Removal of polymerase chain reaction–induced sequence duplicates and calling and filtering raw single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) were performed using SAMTools. We filtered the SNV data to retain high-quality SNVs (quality > 100). Variants from genomic regions with read-depth variation greater or less than 50% of the genome-wide average (calculated in 10-kb windows) with mapping quality > 30 were excluded. We then merged the filtered SNV data into whole-genome alignments conforming to the structure of the domestic cat reference genome assembly. We used this six-species genome alignment (jaguar, tiger, snow leopard, leopard, lion, and domestic cat) to perform sliding window–based phylogenomic analyses. We tested multiple window sizes and step lengths (for example, 500-kb window size and 100-kb step for the analysis shown in Fig. 1C, and 100-kb window/100-kb step for all others shown here) and also performed analyses using approaches that allowed windows to have variable lengths (not shown). All approaches led to consistent results. ML tree searching and bootstrap analysis (200 bootstrap replications) were performed for each window using the software RAxML (54) with a GTR + $\Gamma$ substitution model. For each window, we used the ML tree and sequence data as input for the program MCMCTree in the software package PAML4 (66) to estimate divergence time variation across the genomes of the five Panthera species. We used two soft constraints: (i) divergence of Pantherinae and Felinae lineages between 9 and 15 Ma and (ii) base of Panthera no earlier than 7 Ma. These constraints are
based on the 95% credibility intervals of supermatrix-derived divergence time estimates from previous felid supermatrix analyses (4, 5). Hence, we interpret the ages as relative divergence times rather than absolute estimates, given that these are secondarily derived from fossil calibration–based divergence times. These analyses were performed assuming autocorrelated rates among branches of the tree. To provide a more accurate estimate of the Panthera species divergence time that avoids the confounding effects of post-speciation interspecies introgression, we compiled a submatrix of nonoverlapping whole-genome sliding windows that conformed to the species tree {(tiger, snow leopard), [jaguar, (lion, leopard)]} with strong statistical support determined using the approximately unbiased (AU) test implemented in CONSEL (67). We used this matrix to reestimate the divergence times for all nodes in the genus Panthera using MCMCTree.

**Phylogenomics using the gene-based data set**

We aligned the genomes of the five Panthera species and the domestic cat (F. catus) using LAST. We used three assembled genomes (jaguar, tiger, and domestic cat) and raw genomic reads for the three species with low-coverage data (lion, leopard, and snow leopard) (table S20). We used the jaguar genome as the reference for mapping and performed the same exercise using the more contiguous tiger genome as the reference. Because the results were consistent, we used the tiger-based alignments in the downstream steps. After mapping, we used SAMtools to compute a species-specific consensus, and its coordinates matched exactly those of the reference (table S21). These alignments could then be used to characterize synteny blocks among jaguar, tiger, and domestic cat genomes as well as to extract coding genes from all species. The latter were inferred to be orthologous among all species based on their genomic position relative to the reference. The set of 13,624 identified orthologous genes (including intron + exon sequences for each locus) was used in the phylogenomic analyses, using ML search with RAxML (GTR + Γ substitution model). We tested whether gene-specific data sets significantly rejected the species tree using the AU test. Finally, to test whether the phylogenetic signal in the gene-based data set could be biased by exon-driven information, we performed a separate set of analyses with introns only (see table S7).

**Analysis of interspecies introgression**

We applied the ABBA/BABA approach of Green et al. (68) to evaluate the imbalanced frequency of alleles present within alternative tree topologies. All trimmed Illumina sequences were mapped to the repeat-masked genome reference of the domestic cat (FelCat5) using BWA. We enforced a minimum mapping quality score of 40. The software package ANGSD (69) was used to calculate D statistics and z scores based on a weighted block jackknife tests (block size of 5 Mb). Statistical significance of the z score was assessed for each replicate by converting the z score into a two-tailed P value. One hundred bootstrap iterations were used to measure the SD of the D statistic.

**Detection of signatures of positive selection in the Panthera species**

Selection analyses were performed on the basis of dN/dS ratios observed in the CDS retrieved from the gene-based data set. The extracted CDS were aligned and verified (for example, checking for an open reading frame, as well as matching start and stop codon positions, in addition to exon boundaries), and only loci that passed these filtering steps (13,183) were used in the selection screen. We also performed manual, in-depth assessments of comparative gene structure between the jaguar annotation and three other genomes (tiger, domestic cat, and human) in the case of genes identified as bearing particularly relevant signatures of positive selection. Different (nested) models, assuming a neutral model or allowing positive selection, were assessed on the basis of their log likelihoods using the software CODEML within the package PAML4 (66). For every pair of comparable models (M1 versus M2, M2 and M7 versus M8), a likelihood ratio test was used to assess the best-fit scenario for a particular gene. For every comparison, we used the species tree and the locus-specific gene tree (see fig. S1), and only considered genes that exhibited significant results for both. We initially performed a site-model analysis and then specifically assessed every terminal (species-specific) branch of the phylogeny through a branch-site model analysis. In every case, we used a gamma correction for the rate heterogeneity among sites (GTR+GAMMA) (tables S9 to S13). We performed a gene enrichment analysis for the genes under selection on each method using WebGestalt (70), with the Human genome as the reference, and searching the following data bases: Gene ontology (71, 72), Pathway Commons (73), KEGG pathway (74, 75), Disease (http://glad4u.zhang-lab.org/index.php), and Phenotypes (76). We performed a significance threshold of 0.05 and a multiple testing correction (Benjamini-Hochberg) to control for false discovery. Within genes that significantly rejected neutral models, we identified specific codons with signatures of positive selection based on the BEB estimate produced with CODEML, using a probability threshold of 0.95.

**Outlier window test**

We estimated divergence times using the genome-wide Panthera-Felis alignments, partitioned into 100-kb windows, as input for the MCMCTree v4.8a software in the PAML4 package. Analyses were run for 100,000 generations with a burn-in of 10,000 generations. Analyses were run twice to check for convergence. We used two soft constraints: (i) the divergence time of Panthera from Felis lineages between 9 and 15 Ma and (ii) the base of Panthera no earlier than 7 Ma. Analyses were performed assuming autocorrelated rates between branches of the tree. We next focused specifically on the distortions on divergence times and relationships within the lion-leopard-jaguar clade, as these constituted most of the discordant gene trees (Fig. 2A). We Z-transformed the complete collection of window-based divergence times at each node and categorized the internal nodes separately (that is, lion + jaguar, lion + leopard, and leopard + jaguar). We selected those windows with divergence time point estimates of 2 or 3 sdm for the basal nodes and >2 sdm for the internal nodes because none were more than 3 sdm. We identified all annotated F. catus genes in which the gene body overlapped or was contained entirely within each window (table S22). For outlier windows, we assessed enrichment of KEGG pathway and disease gene association tests using WebGestalt and gene symbols as input (organism of interest, H. sapiens). Only significant KEGG pathways and disease association categories were reported, using a hypergeometric test and the significance level at 0.05 and the Benjamini-Hochberg multiple test adjustment to control for false discovery (tables S23 to S26).

**Analysis of the Glypican pathway**

Given the overlapping enrichment results from the selection screens and the outlier window tests, indicating that the Glypican pathway (ID 1459 in the Pathway Commons database) was implicated in both adaptive evolution and interspecies introgression, we performed a specific analysis focusing on the identified genes belonging to this network. Using StringDB (http://string-db.org/), we performed a search
for interactions using the coexpression evidence, biochemical experiments data, and curated pathways databases as sources. To expand connections, we allowed up to five unlisted genes to be added to the network. The minimum score to support for these interactions was 0.4.

**Jaguar exome capture and sequencing**

To assess intraspecific signatures of positive selection, we selected 30 jaguar individuals sampled in three different biomes (Amazon, Pantanal, and Cerrado), using DNA samples obtained from blood or tissue collected during previous field ecology studies and deposited at the LBGM/PUCRS and CENAP/ICMBio collections (table S22). For exome probe design, we used the jaguar transcriptome, both cat and tiger published genomes, available wgs data for the lion and snow leopard (9), and our novel leopard wgs data. We used a custom pipeline (incorporating a reciprocal BLAST search to infer orthology) to annotate the CDS and its flanking region for all genes available for each species, using the domestic cat annotation as a reference. We then used RepeatMasker to remove repeats, especially from the flanking regions, and trimmed those regions that were longer than 500 bp. To maximize sequence reliability and capture efficiency in the Panthera, we submitted the finalized data set for each species to a selection criterion (that is, keeping only one sequence per locus), prioritizing the data source as follows: jaguar (genome and transcriptome data) > tiger (genome) > leopard (mapped reads) = snow leopard (mapped reads) = lion (mapped reads) > domestic cat (genome). We then merged the CDS + flanking regions into a unified fasta file. For the capture experiment, we used a Bioruptor UCD-200 (Diagenode) to sonicate the DNA samples at a low setting. For each sonicated sample, 4.5 µl of product was run on a 1.5% agarose gel at 135 V for ca. 30 min to ensure fragments were appropriately sized (100 to 500 bp; average, 200 to 300 bp). Individual genomic libraries were prepared following the study by Meyer and Kirchner (77), with modifications. Samples were pooled together considering their initial concentration and quality. Sequence quality filtering was performed using a previously published analytical pipeline (78). The parameters involved sequence trimming and removal based on the quality score (phred score, >30) with Trimmomatic (79), removal of sequencing adapters with CutAdapt (80), and preliminary assembly of overlapping paired reads using FLASH (81). This preliminary assembly facilitated further steps, where we mapped the whole exome against our reference. After assessing coverage, we trimmed the data removing individuals and sites with discrepant coverage using SNPCleaner (https://github.com/tplinderoth/ngsQC/tree/master/snpCleaner). On the basis of average depth per individual and per site, we kept up to 70% of individuals with site depth between 2× and 30×. We then calculated the nucleotide diversity per gene (π) for all individuals using VCFtools (82) and used the results to perform gene-based coalescent simulations to test for intraspecific positive selection (table S14).

**Assessment of positive selection in jaguar intraspecific data**

To test for the occurrence of within-species positive selection affecting genes implicated in interspecies admixture, we identified the loci that were sampled in the exome capture experiment and that were contained in (or overlapped with) extreme outlier windows. For each of the loci, we performed coalescent simulations using MS (83), considering four different demographic/recombination scenarios. We assumed both a stable population size and a past bottleneck based on our PSMC results and two different recombination rates [zero recombination or average chromosome rates based on the domestic cat (10)]. We used the exome-wide average nucleotide diversity per site and the length of each gene (coding sequence only) to simulate the expected number of segregating sites per locus under neutrality. We ran each scenario 10,000 times per gene and used custom-made scripts to generate the null distribution. Genes whose observed diversity was significantly lower (P < 0.05 after Bonferroni correction) than the expected mean were considered to bear a signature of positive selection. To control for the possible effects of anomalous mutation rates or background selection on the genomic regions containing outlier genes, we assessed the divergence (measured as p distances in nonoverlapping 100-kb windows) between each Panthera species and the domestic cat. This was performed across the whole genome, generating a null distribution against which the focal regions were compared (fig. S2).
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